APPENDIX B: FOOD BOOTH CONSTRUCTION

Except as provided below, food booths must be entirely enclosed with four complete sides, a top and a cleanable floor surface (plywood, tarp or similar material). Doors and food service openings shall be equipped with tight-fitting closures to minimize the entrance of insects. Food operations that have adjoining barbecue facilities should have a pass-through window or door at the rear or side of the booth.

NOTE: The only operations not requiring enclosed food booths are those which sell beverages from approved dispensers or food items prepackaged at an approved off-site kitchen or by a wholesale supplier. These items must be sold in the original packaging.

Booth construction materials such as plywood, canvas, plastic and fine mesh fly screening may be used. Rental booths which are properly constructed as noted above may be used.

CLEAR PLASTIC OR LIGHT COLORED SCREENING IS RECOMMENDED FOR VISIBILITY